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Background: The Rex protein of the human T cell leukemia virus type 1
(HTLV-1) belongs to a family of proteins that use arginine-rich motifs (ARMs)
to recognize their RNA targets. Previously, an in vitro selected RNA aptamer
sequence was identified that mediates mRNA transport in vivo when placed
in the primary binding site on stem-loop IID of the Rex response element.
We present the solution structure of the HTLV-1 arginine-rich Rex peptide
bound to its RNA aptamer target determined by multidimensional heteronuclear
NMR spectroscopy. 
Results: The Rex peptide in a predominantly extended conformation threads
through a channel formed by the shallow and widened RNA major groove and
a looped out guanine. The RNA aptamer contains three stems separated by a
pair of two-base bulges, and adopts an unanticipated fold in which both
junctional sites are anchored through base triple formation. Binding specificity
is associated with intermolecular hydrogen bonding between guanidinium
groups of three non-adjacent arginines and the guanine base edges of three
adjacent G•C pairs. 
Conclusions: The extended S-shaped conformation of the Rex peptide,
together with previous demonstrations of a β-hairpin conformation for the
bovine immunodeficiency virus (BIV) Tat peptide and an α-helical conformation
for the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) Rev peptide in complex with their
respective RNA targets, expands our understanding of the strategies employed
by ARMs for adaptive recognition and highlights the importance of RNA tertiary
structure in accommodating minimalist elements of protein secondary structure.
Introduction
Human T-cell leukemia virus type 1 (HTLV-1) is the eti-
ologic agent of adult T-cell leukemia [1,2] and tropical
spastic paraparesis [3]. As with human immunodeficiency
virus type 1 (HIV-1), HTLV-1 is a complex retrovirus,
with a genome that encodes regulatory proteins that mod-
ulate the expression of the viral proteins (reviewed in
[4]). Viral gene expression during the life cycle of
HTLV-1 can be divided into early and late phases. In the
early phase, the viral transcripts are multiply spliced,
leading to the expression of the regulatory proteins Tax
and Rex. Tax is a trans-activator of viral transcription and
causes an accumulation of the multiply spliced viral tran-
scripts. Rex is a post-transcriptional regulator and induces
the appearance of unspliced and singly spliced viral
mRNA in the cytoplasm. Rex thereby triggers a switch in
viral gene expression from the early phase to the late
phase, in which the structural and enzymatic proteins are
expressed and the viral particles are assembled. Rex
accomplishes this switch both by inhibiting multiple
splicing of the viral RNA and by preventing the degrada-
tion of unspliced viral transcripts [5].
Rex functions by interacting with the Rex response
element (RxRE), a cis-acting RNA element present in both
the 3′- and the 5′-untranslated regions of the viral tran-
script. The direct interaction between Rex and RxRE has
been established by various in vitro binding assays and is
essential for its in vivo activity. Within RxRE, a segment of
24 nucleotides on stem-loop IID that contains two bulges
was identified as the primary binding site for Rex by site-
directed mutation, chemical protection, in vitro selection,
nuclease protection and modification–interference studies
[6–12]. Recent studies have redefined this binding site to
include a larger segment of adjacent RNA [13]. Binding of
Rex to the RxRE involves a positively charged arginine-
rich domain near the N terminus [14], which also functions
as a nuclear localization signal. Mutation of two of the argi-
nine residues within the N-terminal 16 amino acids of Rex
(Figure 1a) completely abrogates binding of Rex to the
RxRE. Rex, therefore, belongs to a class of RNA-binding
proteins, including Tat and Rev of the bovine immuno-
deficiency virus (BIV) and HIV and the N protein of lamb-
doid bacteriophages, in which an arginine-rich motif
(ARM) serves as the RNA-binding domain [15].
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Accordingly, elucidation of the structural basis for the
interaction of ARMs with their respective RNA sequences
is an initial and essential step in understanding the basic
biochemistry of retroviral replication, and ultimately might
lead to the development of new pharmaceuticals that are
able to disrupt the intricate sequence of gene expression
leading to the proliferation of these pathogenic viruses.
Towards this end, we have recently identified a consensus
RNA aptamer sequence [16] (Figure 1b) that binds the
Rex protein specifically at the ARM with a higher affinity
than that observed with the native stem-loop IID site of
the RxRE. Indeed, this consensus sequence was found to
support Rex-mediated mRNA transport in vivo when
placed in the primary binding site on stem-loop IID [16].
Initially, we attempted to structurally characterize the
complex between the Rex ARM peptide and the natural
stem-loop IID RxRE RNA [6–12], which contains a pair of
two-base bulges on opposite strands separated by three  base
pairs (2 G•C and 1 A•U). This stem-loop IID sequence has
features that are distinct from the RNA aptamer, with the
latter containing a pair of two-base bulges on the same
strand separated by three base pairs (all G•C) (Figure 1b).
The stem-loop IID RxRE site, which apparently binds two
Rex ARM peptides, gave very poor quality imino proton
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra following addi-
tion of either one or two equivalents of bound peptide,
making this system unsuitable for further study. We next
generated a complex containing a truncated stem-loop IID
RxRE site containing a single two-base bulge, following
addition of one equivalent of Rex ARM peptide. The imino
proton spectra of this complex were narrow and complex for-
mation was in slow exchange. There was, however, too little
dispersion in the amide to Hα fingerprint region to warrant
further investigation. Our failure to generate complexes
between the Rex ARM peptide and the stem-loop IID
RxRE RNA that can be characterized structurally, forced us
to turn our attention towards the structural characterization
of the complex with the Rex RNA aptamer (Figure 1b). 
In this report, we have used multidimensional heteronu-
clear NMR spectroscopy and molecular dynamics computa-
tions to determine the three-dimensional solution structure
of the 33-mer Rex aptamer (Figure 1b) bound to a 16-mer
Rex ARM peptide (Figure 1a). Our structure demonstrates
that the Rex peptide adopts a new, extended S-shaped fold
that is distinct from the ARM peptide β-hairpin structure of
the BIV Tat–TAR complex [17,18] and the ARM peptide
α-helical structures of both the HIV-1 Rev–RRE complex
[19,20] and the bacteriophage N peptide–boxB complex
[21,22]. Furthermore, the 33-mer RNA aptamer adopts a
unique L-shaped conformation (Figure 1c) that is fascinat-
ing in its complexity within a complex fold. 
The structure of the Rex peptide–RxRE RNA aptamer
complex highlights the amazing ability of short-length selec-
tion-based RNA to adopt extremely intricate three-dimen-
sional architectures capable of high affinity and specificity
recognition. This might reflect the large surface areas avail-
able for tuning binding constants during natural selection, in
contrast to in vitro selection, in which extreme competition
probably exists between relatively compact structures.
Indeed, there is sufficient genetic information within the
central five base-pair RNA segment and the pair of two-base
bulges to generate a major groove binding pocket that is
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Figure 1
Sequence and schematic drawing of the Rex peptide–RNA aptamer
complex. (a) The sequence of the 16-mer HTLV-1 Rex peptide and
(b) the sequence and predicted secondary structure of the 33-mer
RNA aptamer used in this study. Amino acid residues 2–16 were
uniformly 13C,15N-labeled for NMR assignment and the RNA aptamer
nucleotides in bold represent the consensus sequence that has a high
affinity for the HTLV-1 Rex protein. (c) Schematic summary of
structural features and intermolecular contacts. Sugars are
represented by pentagons and phosphate groups are represented by
small circles. Base stacking is indicated by solid bars. Watson–Crick
base pairing is represented by hatched bars. Intramolecular hydrogen
bonds are represented by dashed lines. Solid arrows, dashed arrows,
and arcs indicate base-specific, phosphate backbone, and van der
Waals contacts, respectively. Thick boxes indicate important
nucleotides and sugars in the 2′-endo conformation. 
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Structure
semi-conserved, guanine-lined, widened, shallow and closed
by a flapped base. This binding-pocket RNA architecture is
anchored in place by three junctional base triples, with a
pronounced bend at one of the two junction sites. The Rex
peptide–RxRE RNA aptamer complex solution structure is
functionally significant because the aptamer can substitute
for the natural RxRE in vivo. The current structure with its
extensive interdigitation of peptide and RNA elements con-
tributes to our growing understanding of the principles, pat-
terns and diversity associated with molecular recognition in
peptide/protein–RNA complexes. 
Results and discussion
Structure determination
The solution structure of the HTLV-1 Rex peptide–RNA
aptamer complex was characterized by multidimensional
heteronuclear NMR spectroscopy. Complex formation
was monitored by recording one-dimensional imino
proton spectra of the RNA aptamer during the gradual
addition of Rex peptide in H2O buffer. A single distinct
conformation for both bound RNA and bound peptide in
the complex was confirmed by the observation of a
unique set of imino proton resonances between 10 and
14 ppm in the exchangeable proton spectrum for RNA
(Figure 2a) and a unique set of amide proton–nitrogen
correlation cross-peaks in the 1H-15N heteronuclear single
quantum correlation (HSQC) spectrum for the peptide
upon addition of equimolar amounts of Rex peptide and
RNA aptamer. Resonances from the bound RNA and the
bound peptide were assigned with the sample either con-
taining uniformly 13C,15N-labeled RNA and unlabeled
peptide or uniformly 13C,15N-labeled Rex peptide and
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Figure 2
Imino proton NMR spectra and intermolecular
NOE data. (a) Exchangeable proton spectrum
(10–14 ppm) of the Rex peptide–RNA
aptamer complex in H2O buffer pH 6.4 at
0°C. Imino proton assignments are shown
above the spectrum. (b) Expanded 2D
15Nεη-edited and 13C,15N-filtered HSQC-
NOESY (150 ms mixing time) contour plot of
the complex containing uniformly 13C,15N-
labeled peptide in H2O buffer at 25°C.
Intermolecular NOEs between the
guanidinium protons (εNH and ηNH2) of the
peptide and the base protons (H6/H8 and
NH2) of the RNA aptamer are listed.
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Structure
unlabeled RNA in the complex using standard homo-
nuclear two-dimensional and heteronuclear two- and
three-dimensional NMR experiments ([19,21,23,24]; also
see the Materials and methods section). Uniformly
13C,15N-labeled 15-mer Rex peptide (Rex15), corre-
sponding to the N-terminal residues 2–16 of the Rex
protein, was used for determining the peptide assign-
ments in the complex. The Rex15 peptide binds to the
33-mer RNA aptamer with the same affinity and the same
conformation as the Rex16 peptide. A large number of
the intermolecular nuclear Overhauser enhancements
(NOEs) involve arginine–guanidinium groups (Table 1)
and were critical in defining the intermolecular interface
of the complex; those from an isotopically selected and
filtered NOE experiment are shown in Figure 2b.
The structure of the Rex peptide–RNA aptamer complex
was determined by molecular dynamics computations
guided by NOE distance and dihedral restraints from the
peptide and RNA. The protocol utilized is outlined in the
Materials and methods section. Figure 3a shows the 12
best-refined structures of the complex, on the basis of low
NOE violation energies, superimposed in a stereoview
looking into the major groove with an alignment that is
normal to the helical axis. Figure 3b shows the core
segment (RNA G5–G9, C20–C28 and peptide R5–R13) of
the 12 superimposed structures; the RNA is color-coded
by helical segments. As shown in Figure 3, the structure is
well refined, with a pairwise root mean square deviation
(rmsd) value for the central core of the complex of
0.98 Å ± 0.25 (see Table 2 for other statistics).
Global architecture of the complex
The bound 33-mer RNA aptamer adopts an L-shaped con-
formation composed of three helical stems separated by a
two-base bulge at each junction of stems and a GCAA loop
capping stem III. The angle of the L occurs at the first
junction between stems I and II, where the U26 and A27
residues of the first two-base bulge are positioned in oppo-
site grooves. Both U26 and A27 participate in base triple
formation, resulting in stem I adopting an orientation of
~50° with respect to stem II. In contrast, stems II and III
are nearly parallel and interface at the second junction
mediated by a base triple involving A22 of the second two-
base bulge. The G21 base of the second bulge projects out
from stems II and III and facilitates binding of the
peptide. Residues R5–R13 of the bound peptide are well-
defined and adopt an S-shaped conformation. The peptide
binds in the major groove of stem II, with three arginine
sidechains forming hydrogen bonds with guanine residues
in the major groove of stem II, and is held in place on the
opposite side by hydrophobic interactions with the G21
base flap. The alignment of the Rex peptide within the
major groove of the RNA aptamer can be seen in both
stick (Figure 4a) and space-filling (Figures 4b,4c) views of
one representative refined structure of the complex. The
stick view emphasizes key arginine–guanine intermolecu-
lar contacts (shown in orange) and the alignment of the
loop residues (shown in cyan), whereas the space-filling
views demonstrate the role of the G21 flap (shown in cyan)
in encapsulating the bound peptide (Figure 4b) and in
threading the extended peptide through the channel of
the shallow and widened major groove (Figure 4c) of the
G•C-rich stem II (cyan) and G21 base.
Junctional base triple formation
Base triples are being recognized as common structural
components that mediate junctional interfaces of both
DNA and RNA. For instance, U•(A•U) base triples have
been found in other retroviral protein–RNA complexes,
such as the HIV-1 [25] and HIV-2 [26] argininamide–TAR
RNA complexes, the BIV Tat–TAR RNA [18] and the
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Table 1
Intermolecular NOEs in the Rex peptide–RNA aptamer complex.
Peptide Nucleotide
R5 αCH2 G9(NH1), C20(H5)βCH2 C20(NH2, H5)
γCH2 C7(H5, H6), G9(NH1), C20(NH2, H5)
δCH2 C7(H5), G9(NH1), C20(NH2)
εNH C7(H5), C20(NH2, H5)
ηNH2 C7(H5), G8(H8), C20(NH2)
R6 δCH2 C20(H2′)
εNH C20(H6)
R7 αCH2 G21(H8, H1′, H4′)βCH2 G21(H8, H1′, H2′, H3′, H4′, H5′), C23(NH2)
γCH2 G21(H1′, H2′, H3′, H4′), C23(NH2)
δCH2 C6(NH2), G8(NH1), G21(H1′, H4′), 
C23(NH2, H5), G24(NH1)
εNH C7(NH2), G21(H1′), C23(NH2, H5, H1′), G24(H8)
η1NH2 G21(H8, H1′), C23(NH2, H5, H6), G24(H8), G25(H8)
η2NH2 G21(H8, H1′), C23(NH2, H5)
P8 αCH2 C6(NH2, H5), G25(NH1)βCH2 C6(H5), G25(NH1)
γCH2 G21(H8, H1′)
δCH2 G21(H8, H1′, H4′)
R9 αCH2 C6(NH2, H5), G25(NH1)βCH2 C4(H5), C6(NH2, H5), G25(NH1)
γCH2 C6(NH2, H5), G25(NH1)
δCH2 G5(H8, H4′), G25(NH1)
εNH C4(H5, H6, H3′), G5(H8), C6(H1′)
ηNH2 C4(NH2, H6), G5(H5), C6(H6)
R10 αCH2 U26(H5)βCH2 U26(H5)
γCH2 G25(H8), U26(H5)
δCH2 G25(H8, H1′, H2′, H3′, H4′), U26(H5)
εNH G24(H3′), G25(H8), U26(H5)
R13 αCH2 G21(H8)βCH2 G21(H8, H1′, 2′-OH)
γCH2 G21(H8, H1′, 2′-OH)
δCH2 G21(H8, H1′)
εNH G21(H8, H1′), G25 (H8)
η1NH2 C6(NH2, H5), G24(H8)
η2NH2 G25(H8)
HIV-1 Rev–RRE RNA aptamer [20] complexes. Other
types of base triple alignments involving third strand
bases positioned in both the major and minor grooves have
been observed in the flavin mononucleotide [27] and
theophylline [28] RNA aptamer complexes, in the P4–P6
domain of the Tetrahymena ribozyme [29], in plant viral
genomic [30] and beet western virus [31] pseudoknots,
and in the ribosomal L11–RNA complex [32,33].
In the present case, the bound Rex aptamer is stabilized
by continuous stacking between all three stems despite the
intervention of two-base bulges at each junction
(Figures 5a,6a,7a,7b). This is achieved through the forma-
tion of junctional base triples by three of the four bulge
bases. These include the A27•(G25•C6) (Figure 5b) and
U26•(G5•C28) (Figure 5c) base triples at the junction
between stems I and II and the A22•(G9•C20) (Figure 6b)
base triple at the junction between stems II and III. It is
noteworthy that for all three triples, the bulged base
involved in triple formation crosses over its adjacent bulged
neighbor to align with a junctional base pair. The formation
of these base triples in our structure is solely because of the
distribution of long-range intramolecular NOEs observed
within the bound RNA aptamer; no hydrogen-bond
restraints were imposed during the computations apart
from experimentally identified stem Watson–Crick base
pairs and wobble G•U mismatch alignments. 
The junction between stems I and II involves extensive
stacking between adjacent A27•(G25•C6) and U26•(G5•C28)
base triples. The A27•(G25•C6) base triple forms as a
result of alignment of the A27 bulge residue along the
minor groove edge of the junctional Watson–Crick
G25•C6 base pair of stem II with the concomitant forma-
tion of two hydrogen bonds (Figure 5b). Several examples
of A•(G•C) base triple formation, in which the adenine
base is positioned in the minor groove of the Watson–Crick
G•C base pair have been observed elsewhere [29–33].
The A27•(G25•C6) base triple has alignment similarities
to one of several A•(G•C) base triples in the structure of
the beet western virus pseudoknot [31]. The U26•(G5•C28)
base triple forms following alignment of the U26 bulge
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Figure 3
Stereoview stick representations of 12
superpositioned refined solution structures of
the Rex peptide–RNA aptamer complex.
(a) The entire complex. The RNA is shown in
white except for the backbone phosphorus
atoms, which are red. The peptide backbone
is shown in yellow without the sidechains. The
bound peptide in yellow is well defined for the
R5–R13 segment that spans the RNA, but
poorly defined towards the N and C termini in
the complex. (b) The central interacting core
domains of the bound peptide (residues
R5–R13) and of the bound RNA aptamer
(G5–G9 and C20–C28 on partner strands) in
the complex. The RNA is color coded by
helical segments and bulge residues. The
backbone phosphorus atoms are colored red.
The junctional G5•C28 pair of stem I is
colored orange, the central stem II (C6–G8
and C23–G25 on partner strands) is colored
magenta and the junctional G9•C20 pair of
stem III is colored green. The G21–A22 and
U26–A27 two-base bulges are colored in
cyan. Both the peptide backbone and
sidechains are shown in yellow. This figure
was prepared using the program INSIGHT II.
residue along the major groove edge of the junctional
Watson–Crick G5•C28 base pair of stem I with formation
of one hydrogen bond (Figure 5c). There are two pub-
lished examples of related U•(G•C) base triple formation,
which involve alignment of the Watson–Crick edge of
uracil with the major groove edge of the Watson–Crick
G•C pair [28,32,33]. Both the A27 and U26 bases are sig-
nificantly tilted out of the plane of the Watson–Crick base
pair within their respective triples, and are anchored in
position by stacking with the neighboring bases, C28 and
G25, respectively. The stacking of stem I is extended by
one additional base pair through overlap of the junctional
G5•C28 pair with the A27•C6 mismatch of the
A27•(G25•C6) base triple (Figure 7b). Conversely, the
stacking of stem II is also extended through overlap of the
junctional G25•C6 pair with the G5•U26 mismatch of the
U26•(G5•C28) base triple (Figure 7b). The junctional site
between stems I and II is stapled, therefore, by stacked
A27•(G25•C6) and U26•(G5•C28) base triples. Stems I
and II are tilted relative to each other with an angle of
50° ± 3. There is overtwisting (twist = 42° ± 2) between
the junctional G5•C28 and G25•C6 base pairs and the
helical axis of stems I and II are displaced by 6.2 Å ± 0.2 at
the junctional site in the complex. 
The A22•(G9•C20) base triple forms following alignment
of the A22 bulge residue along the minor groove edge of
the junctional Watson–Crick G9•C20 base pair of stem III
through sheared G9•A22 mismatch formation (Figure 6b)
[34–36]. Although several A•(G•C) base triple alignments
have been reported for RNA [29–33], none to our knowl-
edge has been stabilized through sheared G•A mismatch
formation. Stem II and III stack on each other through the
A22•(G9•C20) base triple. In addition to the stacking
between G8 and G9, there is also stacking between C23
and A22, which becomes part of the last base pair of stem
III because of the triple base formation (Figure 7a). In
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Figure 4
Alignment of the Rex peptide in the major groove of the RNA aptamer.
(a) Stick view of the binding site in one representative refined structure
of the Rex peptide–RNA aptamer complex. The RNA is shown in white
except for bulge residues (in cyan) and backbone phosphorus (in red).
Three key intermolecular arginine–guanine interactions associated with
stem II are shown in orange. Alternate views (b) and (c) outlining the
peptide backbone threading its way through the major groove of the
RNA aptamer in one representative refined structure of the Rex
peptide–RNA aptamer complex. The bound RNA is in space-filling
representation and the bound peptide is in stick representation. The
color code is the same as in Figure 3b except that opposing strands
are colored white and gray. The peptide binds in a shallow and
widened major groove and is partially encapsulated by the G21
residue colored in cyan. The emphasis is on the peptide fold in (b)
whereas the view looks down the RNA major groove in (c). This figure
was prepared using INSIGHT II.
Table 2
Restraints and refinement statistics for the HTLV-1 Rex
peptide–RNA aptamer complex.
NMR restraints
RNA (G1–C32)
NOE distance restraints 508
Hydrogen bond distance restraints* 66
Dihedral angle restraints for 23 riboses 161
Peptide (M1–P16)
NOE distance restraints 276
Dihedral restraints for 11 φ angles 11
Peptide–RNA
Intermolecular NOE distance restraints 189
Structure statistics†
NOE violations
Number > 0.2 Å 5.7 ± 1.6
Maximum violations (Å) 0.25 ± 0.02
rmsd of violations (Å) 0.040 ± 0.001 
Deviations from ideal covalent geometry
Bond lengths (Å) 0.017 ± 0.0001 
Bond angles (°) 2.95 ± 0.03
Impropers (°) 0.81 ± 0.09
Pairwise rmsd (Å) (all heavy atoms)
RNA G1–C32 and peptide R5–R13 1.45 ± 0.37
Core complex (RNA G5–G9, C20–C28 0.98 ± 0.25
and peptide R5–R13)
*For 11 Watson–Crick pairs and wobble G2·U31 mismatch pair.
†Calculated among 12 refined structures.
essence, stem II is stabilized through extension of its
stacking by one base pair as a result of the G8•C23 base-
pair stacking with the sheared G9•A22 mismatch of the
A22•(G9•C20) base triple (Figure 7a). To accommodate
this stacking, overtwisting occurs at the G8–G9 step,
which positions the G9(H1′) proton directly on the top of
the G8 base (Figure 7a), accounting for the upfield shifted
G9(H1′) proton resonance (4.29 ppm) in the complex. The
positioning of A22 in the minor groove upon formation of
the A22•(G9•C20) base triple results in the upfield shifted
resonances for the minor groove sugar H1′ (4.83 ppm) and
H4′ (3.50 ppm) protons of U10. In addition, in-plane ring
current shifts result in a downfield shift of the H2′ proton
of A22 (5.36 ppm) in the complex (similar unusual proton
chemical shifts associated with a minor groove A•(G•C)
base triple were also observed for the A27•(G25•C6) base
triple). Stems II and III are essentially parallel (helix axis
angle = 1° ± 3). There is overtwisting (twist = 41° ± 2)
between the junctional G8•C24 and G9•C20 base pairs,
however, and the helical axis of stems II and III are dis-
placed by 4.6 Å ± 0.1 at the junctional site in the complex. 
In addition to facilitating stacking through the second and
third stems, the A22 base triple also serves to widen the
major groove of stem II, forming the floor of the binding
pocket for the Rex peptide. In RNA the major groove is
deep but narrow and needs to be widened in order to
accommodate ligands that dock within it [37]. Accord-
ingly, the major groove centered about stem II at the Rex
peptide binding site is significantly widened in the solu-
tion structure of the complex; the phosphorus–phosphorus
distance between A22–C23 and C4–G5 steps across this
groove increases to 21.6 Å in the complex. This reflects
the peeling back of the backbone centered about A22
towards the minor groove in order to form the minor
groove-aligned A22•(G9•C20) base triple. The major
groove narrows as one moves away from central stem II
and the bulge residues. Overtwisting at the G8–G9 step
results in a narrowing of the major groove centered about
stem III whereas formation of the major groove-aligned
U26•(G5•C28) triple narrows the major groove centered
about stem I. The base triples, therefore, appear to play
critical roles in defining the width of the major groove of
the RNA-binding pocket.
Lastly, the importance of the A22•(G9•C20) base triple
formation is evidenced by the sequence analysis of differ-
ent clones obtained using in vitro selection [16]. These
three residues, despite showing no contact with the bound
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Figure 5
Conformation of the two-base bulge between stems I and II. (a) Stick
view of the G2–G8 and C23–U31 segments on partner strands
encompassing stems I and II in a representative refined structure of the
Rex peptide–RNA aptamer complex. The color coding is the same as
in Figure 3b. The G2–G8 backbone is colored gray while the
C23–U31 backbone is colored white. (b) The alignment in the buckled
A27•(G25•C6) base triple. The A27 base is positioned in the minor
groove of the Watson–Crick G25•C6 pair and stacks over C28 of the
flanking buckled U26•(G5•C28) base triple. (c) The alignment in the
buckled U26•(G5•C28) base triple. The U26 base is positioned in the
major groove of the Watson–Crick G5•C28 pair and stacks over G25
of the flanking A27•(G25•C6) base triple. This figure was prepared
using INSIGHT II.b.
G-G-C-G----C-C-G
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Figure 6
Conformation of the two-base bulge between stems II and III. (a) Stick
view of the C6–C12 and G17–G25 segments on partner strands
encompassing stems II and III in a representative refined structure of
the Rex peptide–RNA aptamer complex. The color coding is the same
as in Figure 3b. The C6–C12 backbone is colored gray while the
G17–G25 backbone is shown in white and undergoes an S-shaped
turn at the two-base bulge site. (b) The alignment in the A22(G9•C20)
base triple. The A22 base is positioned in the minor groove of the
Watson–Crick G9•C20 base pair and aligns through formation of a
sheared G9•A22 mismatch pair. (c) Interaction between the looped
out G21 residue and the central peptide segment. This figure was
prepared using INSIGHT II.
C-C-G----G-U-A-C
G-G-C    C-A-U-G
A-G
22 21
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Structure
peptide in the complex, are highly conserved among all of
the RNA aptamer sequences that survived the in vitro
selection. There are 30 out of 32 clones that have an
adenine at the A22 bulge position and a G•C pair at the
junctional G9•C20 position.
Flap purine base encapsulates bound peptide 
The second residue of the second two-base bulge, G21,
also plays a critical role in binding the Rex peptide.
Although G21 shows almost no NOEs to other residues of
the RNA, it does exhibit numerous intermolecular NOEs
to the bound peptide. Its base stacks over the second half
of the S-shaped peptide, the Q12–R13 backbone segment
and part of the R13 sidechain, and its sugar stacks on the
sidechain of R7 (Figure 6c). In essence, the G21 base acts
as a flap to partly encapsulate the bound peptide within
the widened and shallow major groove of the RNA.
Hydrophobic interactions between a looped out base and
the peptide have been shown to play a critical role in sta-
bilizing the intermolecular interface in P22 [21] and λ
[22,38] N peptide–boxB RNA complexes. The concept of
a flap base participating in the encapsulation of a ligand
within the RNA major groove has also been reported pre-
viously for the solution structures of complexes of amino-
glycoside antibiotics tobramycin [39] and neomycin [40]
bound to their RNA aptamer targets. In our structure, the
G21 base alone provides approximately 10% of contact
surface between the peptide and the RNA. The impor-
tance of the G21 base is also supported by the in vitro
selection results, in which there appears to be a require-
ment for purines at the G21 bulge position. Although
guanine is not completely conserved among all clones
(24/32), the remainder (8/32) have an adenine at the same
position. Even more striking, when G21 is replaced by a
uracil, the affinity of the mutant RNA aptamer for the Rex
peptide is decreased ≈20-fold, and when the guanine base
of G21 is removed, the affinity is decreased further to ≈30-
fold in gel-shift assays.
Extended S-shape fold for bound Rex peptide
The Rex peptide adopts a well defined, but irregular 
S-shaped fold upon binding the RNA aptamer. The N-ter-
minal four residues (M1–P2–K3–T4) and the C-terminal
three residues (K14–R15–P16) do not contact the RNA
and therefore are not as well defined in our structure of
the complex (Figure 3a). The middle nine residues,
R5–R13, which exhibit a large number of intermolecular
NOEs (Table 1), are well defined and complement the
shape of the binding pocket of the RNA (Figure 4). The
backbone φ and ψ torsion angles for the ordered core
residues (R5–R13) of the bound peptide fall in favorable
regions of the Ramachandran plot. The backbone from
R5–R9 is relatively extended with φ and ψ values, except
those of R6, falling in the polyproline conformation within
the β region of the Ramachandran plot. The backbone
bends slowly from R5–P8, making up the first half of the
S-shaped fold. At R9, the backbone changes its direction
and together with the remaining three residues constitutes
the second half of the S-shaped fold. Residues R10–Q12
form a short 310 helical segment, as evidenced by: firstly,
the observation of two i to i + 3 carbonyl oxygen–amide
nitrogen hydrogen bonds; secondly backbone φ and ψ
values, which fall in the α-helical region of the Ramachan-
dran plot; thirdly the observation of NMR data character-
istic of an α-helical segment, for example the presence of
weak sequential Hα-amide NOEs and strong sequential
amide–amide NOEs, and having the 3JHN-Hα coupling
constants < 4 Hz for residues R10–R13.
The sidechain guanidinium groups of all six arginine
residues are involved in either hydrogen bonding or elec-
trostatic interactions with the RNA. The sidechains of R6,
R9, and R10 are within 4 Å from one or more backbone
phosphates on the RNA aptamer and should make signifi-
cant contributions to the RNA peptide binding. The
remaining three arginine residues, R5, R7, and R13, par-
ticipate in the guanine base-specific hydrogen bonding
(Figure 8a), defined by the intermolecular NOEs
between the sidechain protons of these three residues and
the major groove protons of the RNA guanine bases
(Figure 2b; Table 1). For R5, one pair of ηNH2 protons is
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Figure 7
Stacking interactions at helical junctions II–III and I–II in the complex.
(a) Stacking at the stem II–stem III junction between the G8•C23 pair
on stem II and the A22•(G9•C20) triple on stem III. (b) Stacking at the
stem I–stem II junction between the U26•(G5•C28) triple on stem I
and the A27•(G25•C6) triple on stem II. The color coding is the same
as in Figure 3b. This figure was prepared using INSIGHT II.
non-degenerate in proton chemical shift (6.47/8.33 ppm)
and forms a hydrogen bond with G8(N7). The other pair
of ηNH2 protons of R5, however, cannot be unambigu-
ously defined, and are directed towards the Watson–Crick
edge of the G8•C23 base pair in 60% of the structures and
towards the phosphate group of the C7–G8 step in the
other 40% of the structures (Figure 8d). For R7, one pair
of ηNH2 protons (7.36/9.22 ppm), and an εNH proton
(8.32 ppm), form two hydrogen bonds with the major
groove edge of G24 (Figure 8c). The other pair of ηNH2
protons of R7, although not participating in base specific
hydrogen bonding, could potentially form a hydrogen
bond to the sugar hydroxyl group of G23. Lastly, for R13,
both pairs of ηNH2 protons are non-degenerate (6.79/8.25,
6.91/8.42 ppm) and form two hydrogen bonds to the major
groove edge of G25 (Figure 8b). 
Consistent with the importance of the guanidinium
groups of these three arginine residues revealed by our
structure, mutation of these three arginine residues to
lysine residues result in an over 30-fold loss of binding
affinity. In contrast to the base-specific hydrogen bonding,
the contribution to the electrostatic interaction by the
sidechains of R6, R9, and R10, is not affected by mutating
these three arginines to lysines.
Finally, the arginine sidechain–guanine base edge inter-
molecular interactions are augmented by peptide back-
bone-cytosine base edge intermolecular interactions that
are associated with the three G•C base pair segment of
central stem II in the complex. Two peptide backbone
carbonyl groups, R7(O) and P8(O), are within hydrogen-
bond distance to C6(N4), for two potential hydrogen
bonds to further anchor the peptide in the binding pocket
on the RNA.
RNA recognition by peptides and proteins
It is important to stress that arginine rich motif (ARM)-
containing proteins recognize their RNA targets in a
manner distinctly different from their RNA recognition
motif (RRM)-containing protein counterparts. Cellular
RNA-binding proteins which include RRM and zinc
fingers, appear to form preset motifs that target linear
stretches of RNA sequences within a helical or loop
context. Cellular proteins and RNAs can afford this
pathway on the basis of their evolution within the context
of huge genomes. By contrast ARM-containing proteins
tend to be found in viruses with an evolutionary focus on
recognizing RNAs with a minimum of genetic informa-
tion. This implies that ARM-containing proteins rely
heavily on the presentation of relatively few, strong inter-
actions (arginines with bases and phosphates) in the
context of a specific structure.
In addition, there are distinct differences in structural
studies of peptide–RNA and protein–RNA complexes.
The former complexes are characterized by adaptive struc-
tural transitions involving modular domains in which mini-
malist elements of protein secondary structure are
encapsulated within tertiary binding pockets of RNA archi-
tecture (reviewed in [41]). In essence, it is the RNA wrap-
ping around the peptide in the former complexes rather
than the protein wrapping around the RNA as found in the
latter complexes. The peptides are minimally structured
when free in solution and hence have the potential to tailor
their bound conformations depending on the binding site
architecture of the RNA target (reviewed in [42,43]).
In addition, the BIV Tat and HIV-1 Rev peptides were
embedded deep in their RNA-binding pockets [19–22] in
contrast to the bacteriophage N peptide and the HTLV-1
Rex peptide that bind within widened but shallow major
grooves ([21,22]; this study).
Biological implications
The Rex protein of the human T cell leukemia virus
type 1 (HTLV-1) belongs to a family of proteins that use
arginine-rich motifs (ARMs) to recognize their RNA
targets. The HTLV-1 Rex peptide adopts an extended 
S-shaped fold for the segment contacting the RNA
aptamer target, adding to our previous knowledge of
bound peptide secondary structures that were restricted
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Figure 8
Stacking of adjacent arginine–guanine pairing alignments.
(a) Intermolecular interactions between the guanidinium groups of
arginines 5, 7 and 13 and the major groove edges of adjacent stacked
G8, G24 and G25 residues in a representative refined structure of the
Rex peptide–RNA aptamer complex. The G•C-rich stem II segment of
the bound RNA is shown in magenta in a space-filling representation
with the backbone phosphorus atoms in red. The peptide backbone in
yellow is shown in stick representation, whereas the three arginine
sidechains in yellow are shown in space-filling representation. The
intermolecular arginine–guanine pairing alignments involve (b) R13
with G25, (c) R7 with G24 and (d) R5 with G8. Note that we observe
three distinct arginine–guanine pairing alignments in the complex. This
figure was prepared using INSIGHT II.
to either β-hairpin [17,18] or α-helical [19–22,38] folds.
In the Rex complex, portions of the bound peptide are
anchored in place by a looped out guanine that flaps over
the occupied binding pocket. Such a structural architec-
ture might turn out to be a more general feature of RNA
complexes given that it has also been observed in amino-
glycoside antibiotic–RNA aptamer complexes [39,40].
Another noteworthy feature of the HTLV-1 Rex
peptide–RNA aptamer complex is the triple-decker
sandwich of three arginine–guanine interactions, each
with distinct intermolecular alignments, which con-
tributes to the specificity of the recognition process.
Equally striking, is the extensive use of base triples at
stem–stem junctional sites that propagate stacking
through the junction and, in addition, permit modulation
of the twist, axis displacement and bend components at
junctional sites. Here the analogy with recent structures
of ligand–DNA aptamer complexes [44,45] is striking
and one can anticipate additional examples of the stabi-
lizing influence of adjacent junctional triples. One of the
base triples in the current study involves recognition of a
G•C base pair through sheared G•A mismatch formation
through the minor groove. Three examples of such
sheared A•(G•C) base triples were also reported recently
in the structure of an argininamide–DNA aptamer
complex [44] and represent a new approach for oligo-
nucleotide-based targeting of duplex DNA or RNA
through the minor groove, in contrast to all previous
attempts that have focused on oligonucleotide-based tar-
geting through the major groove (reviewed in [46,47]). 
The present study adds to our limited understanding of
molecular recognition at the peptide–RNA interface
(reviewed in [43,48]; see also [49]). Structural studies on
RNA aptamer complexes are especially interesting
because this selection-based approach identifies RNA
folds that, in many cases, have improved specificity and
affinity for their target peptide that exceed their wild-
type RNA counterparts. RNA aptamers could serve,
therefore, as decoys (reviewed in [50]) for in vivo
protein–RNA interactions with the potential, for
example, of inhibiting pathogenic retroviral infection.
Such structure-based design efforts require the molecu-
lar foundation provided by the solution structures of
specific peptide–RNA complexes, such as the present
contribution on the regulatory HTLV-1 Rex system.
Materials and methods
Sample preparation
The unlabeled 16-mer Rex peptide (Rex16) with a carboxamide-pro-
tecting group at the C terminus was chemically synthesized and then
purified by high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) (at Amgen
Boulder, CO); its purity was then verified by mass spectrometry. The
13C,15N-labeled 15-mer Rex peptide (Rex15) was obtained by over-
expressing a Rex15 fusion protein in Escherichia coli grown in media
with 13C-glucose and 15N-ammonium sulfate as the sole carbon and
nitrogen sources, respectively. The histidine tag (His tag)-Trp
leader–Rex15 fusion protein forms inclusion bodies, which were easily
separated from the soluble proteins, and was purified with a nickel
chelating column. The Rex15 peptide, separated from the fusion
protein by cyanogen bromide cleavage and passage through a second
nickel column, was purified on a C18 column (Vydac) by fast protein
liquid chromatography (FPLC) before use. The RNA aptamers were
synthesized enzymatically by in vitro transcription from a DNA template
using either commercially available nucleoside triphosphates (NTPs) or
uniformly 13C,15N-labeled NTPs [51,52] and purified by gel elec-
trophoresis. The mutant RNA aptamers were synthesized chemically on
an Applied Biosystems synthesizer. The concentration of the Rex
peptide–RNA aptamer complexes used in this study ranged between
1.2 mM and 2.8 mM. The NMR buffer was 10 mM sodium phosphate,
0.2 mM EDTA and pH 6.4.
NMR data collection and processing 
NMR spectra of the Rex peptide–RNA aptamer complexes were
acquired on Varian Inova 600 MHz (Sloan-Kettering) and 800 MHz (Uni-
versity of Minnesota) NMR spectrometers. The spectra were either
processed with VNMR (Varian NMR) and analyzed with FELIX
(Biosym/MSI), or processed with NMRpipe [53] and analyzed with PIPP
[54] programs. A range of NMR experiments were recorded on unla-
beled and labeled samples of the complex (reviewed in [23]; see also
[19,21,24]). Resonance assignments, as well as intermolecular and
intramolecular NOE intensities, for the RNA and the peptide in the
complex, were obtained from the following experiments on three samples
with different isotopic labeling. Firstly, 2D NOESY (H2O and D2O); 2D
COSY (D2O); 2D TOCSY (H2O and D2O); and 2D (1H,31P) COSY
(D2O) were recorded on the unlabeled peptide–RNA complex. Secondly,
2D (1H,15N) HSQC (H2O); 2D (1H,13C) ct-HSQC (D2O); 2D 13C,15N-fil-
tered NOESY (H2O); 2D HCCH-TOCSY (for H2/H8 correlations), 3D
HCCH-COSY, 3D HCCH-TOCSY, and 3D (1H,13C) NOESY-HMQC
(all in D2O) were recorded on the complex with unlabeled peptide and
uniformly 13C,15N-labeled RNA aptamer. Thirdly, 2D (1H,15N) HSQC, 2D
(1H,13C) ct-HSQC, 3D CBCA(CO)NH, 3D HNCACB, 3D C(CO)NH,
3D H(CCO)NH (for backbone and sidechain assignments), 
2D Arg–(H)C(C)TOCSY–NεHε, 2D Arg–H(CC)TOCSY–NεHε, 2D
Arg–Hη(NηCζNε)Hε (for correlating arginine Hε to sidechain carbons
and protons and correlating arginine Hη to Hε) in H2O buffer; 3D
HCCH-TOCSY, 3D HCCH-COSY-TOCSY in D2O buffer; 3D 13C,15N-
antifiltered, 13C,15N-edited NOESY-HSQC, 3D 15N-edited HMQC-
NOESY-HMQC, 2D 15Nεη-edited, 13C,15N-filtered HSQC-NOESY in
H2O buffer; and 2D 13C-filtered, 13C-edited NOESY with adiabatic 13C
inversion pulses, and 3D 13C-edited NOESY-HMQC in D2O buffer were
collected on the complex with uniformly 13C,15N-labeled peptide and
unlabeled RNA.
Distance restraints
Interproton distance restraints for structural calculations were obtained
from a series of NOESY experiments at various mixing times. Intramolec-
ular distances involving bound RNA in the complex were obtained from
cross-peak volumes in NOESY spectra in H2O (mixing time τ = 100 ms
at 5°C) using the 2.93 Å uridine (NH3)–adenine (H2) distance of a
Watson–Crick A•U base pair as a reference and in D2O (τ = 120 ms at
25°C) using the 2.45 Å pyrimidine H5–H6 distance as a reference. Dis-
tance restraints were imposed with bounds at 40% and 30% of the cal-
culated distance for data sets recorded in H2O and D2O, respectively.
In addition, RNA distance restraints were obtained from a 3D NOESY-
HMQC experiment (τ = 120 ms at 25°C) and were manually classified
into three categories: strong (1.8–3.0 Å), medium (1.8–4.0 Å), and
weak (1.8–5.0 Å). The upper bounds of distances were increased by
0.5 Å for partially overlapping resonances and by 1.0 Å for severely
overlapping resonances. Hydrogen-bond restraints were imposed on
Watson–Crick base pair participants in all three stem regions but not for
base triples. Restraints corresponding to cross-peaks arising from non-
stereospecific assignments were treated with <r–6>–1/6 averaging.
Intramolecular distance restraints for the bound peptide in the complex
were obtained primarily from 2D filtered NOESY (τ = 150 ms) spectra
(13C,15N-labeled RNA) and 3D 13C,15N-antifiltered, 13C,15N-edited
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HSQC-NOESY (τ = 100 ms) spectra (13C,15N-labeled peptide) in
H2O buffer at 25°C. The lower bound was set to 1.8 Å and the upper
bounds were set to 3.0 Å, 4.5 Å, and 6.0 Å for those derived from the
former data set and to 3.0 Å, 4.0 Å, and 5.5 Å for those of the latter
due to the different τ values used. Additional peptide restraints and
some of the intermolecular distance restraints involving exchangeable
protons (amino protons) of RNA were calculated from cross peak
volumes in NOESY spectra in H2O (τ = 150 ms at 25°C) using the
RNA uridine NH3–adenine H2 distance of Watson–Crick base pairs
as a reference. For the remaining intermolecular NOE restraints,
extracted from a series of filtered experiments (τ = 150 ms), four
ranges were used: strong (1.8–3.0 Å), medium (1.8–4.5 Å), weak,
(1.8–5.5 Å), and very weak (1.8–7.0 Å).
Torsion angle restraints
Restraints were imposed for the RNA sugar puckers and for the peptide
φ torsion angles. Residues G21 and U26 were restrained to have 
C2′-endo sugar puckers based on their large 3JH1′–H2′ coupling constants
estimated from the COSY experiment. The sugar puckers of C7 and G9,
which could not be determined, and those of C23, G25, and G13–A16,
which were in an equilibrium between the C2′- and C3′-endo conforma-
tions, were not restrained. The sugar puckers of the remaining residues,
having no observable 3JH1′–H2′ cross-peaks in the COSY spectra, were
set to the C3′-endo conformation. The φ torsion angles of residues T4,
R5, R7, and S11–R15 were calculated from the 3JHN–Hα coupling con-
stants obtained from the 2D HNHA experiment. The torsion angle
restraints were imposed with bounds at ± 15% of the calculated values.
For residues R9 and R10, which have a 3JHN–Hα value less than 2.9 Hz,
the φ angles were restrained between –45° and –5°.
Molecular dynamics protocol
A molecular dynamics (MD) simulated annealing protocol driven by
NOE distance and dihedral restraints (X-PLOR package, version 3.8,
[55]) was used to solve the solution structure of the HTLV-1 Rex
peptide–RNA aptamer complex. The refinement procedure include 60
simulated annealing trials starting from 60 random chain conformations
for both peptide and RNA chains with the components placed 100 Å
apart in space. The dynamics protocol was undertaken in two stages.
The first stage involved high temperature molecular dynamics in tor-
sional space. The molecules were equilibrated at 20,000K (30,000
steps over 3 picosec (ps) and then cooled slowly to 1,000K (40,000
steps over 20 ps). Non-bonded interactions were restricted to repulsive
force field potentials and these first stage computations were guided by
NOE distance and dihedral restraints. The second stage involved lower
temperature dynamics in cartesian space using Lennard–Jones poten-
tials for van der Waals interactions and guided by NOE distance and
dihedral restraints. The structures were slowly cooled to 300K (40,000
steps over 20 ps) and minimized until the gradient of energy was less
than 0.1 kcal mol–1. Hydrogen bond restraints were used during both
high and low temperature dynamics to define experimentally identified
Watson–Crick base pairs in the complex. The force constants for NOE
distance restraints were maintained at 30 kcal mol–1 and for dihedral
restraints at 25 kcal rad–2. A subset of 12 refined structures (≈10 kcal
mol–1 variation of total energy within the subset) were selected on the
basis of lowest NOE violation energy and were separated by a gap of
≈250 kcal mol–1 of total energy from the rest of the ensemble.
Structure analysis 
The RNA helical parameters were analyzed using the CURVES
program [56].
Accession numbers
The coordinates of the Rex peptide–RNA aptamer complex have been
deposited with the Protein Data Bank with the accession number 1c4j.
Supplementary material
Supplementary material including proton assignments, chemical shift
data and multidimensional spectral data related to the manuscript is
available at http://current-biology.com/supmat/supmatin.htm.
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Figure S1
RNA sequences of stem-loop IID RxRE and the truncated version.
(a) A 32-mer RNA sequence corresponding to the stem-loop IID RxRE
site, with residues protected by bound intact Rex protein shown in
bold. This sequence has the potential to bind two Rex ARM peptides.
This sequence gave poor imino proton NMR spectra for the complexes
containing either one or two equivalents of bound Rex ARM peptide.
(b) A 24-mer truncated stem-loop IID RxRE site capable of binding
one equivalent of bound Rex ARM peptide. This sequence gave good
imino proton spectra for the complex containing one equivalent of
bound Rex ARM peptide but gave poor dispersion in the amide to Hα
fingerprint region.
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Figure S2
Imino proton assignments of bound RNA protons in the complex. An
expanded NOESY (100 ms mixing time) of the symmetrical imino
proton region (10.0–14.0 ppm) of the Rex peptide–RNA aptamer
complex in H2O buffer, pH 6.4 at 0°C. The sequential NOEs between
guanine and uracil imino protons on adjacent base pairs are traced
from the G2⋅U31 mismatch to the G5⋅C28 pair and from the G25⋅C6
pair to the G17⋅C12 pair.
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Figure S3
Base-sugar H1′ proton connectivities of
bound RNA in the complex. Strip plots of 3D
(1H,13C) NOESY-HMQC spectra (120 ms
mixing time) of the Rex peptide-uniformly
13C,15N-labeled RNA aptamer complex in
D2O buffer, pH 6.4 at 25°C, showing
sequential base H6/H8 to sugar H1′ NOE
connectivities at the H1′ and C1′ chemical
shifts from C4–A11 and from U18–G29
(weak at G5–C6 step; missing at C20–G21
and G21–A22 steps). The NOEs between the
base protons and their own sugar H1′ protons
are labeled. A cross peak corresponding to a
long range NOE between U10(H1′) and
A22(H8) protons is labeled in the figure. 
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Figure S4
Long range NOEs between protons of bound
RNA in the complex. (a) Long range RNA
NOEs are shown in the U10(H4′) strip of the
2D NOESY spectrum (100 ms mixing time) of
unlabeled complex in H2O at 5°C. The labeled
peaks are assigned as follows: (*†), A22(H2,
NH2)–U10(H4′). (b) Strip plots of 3D
(1H,13C) NOESY-HMQC spectra (120 ms
mixing time) of the complex containing
uniformly 13C,15N-labeled RNA in D2O at
25°C, at corresponding sugar proton and
carbon chemical shifts. The labeled peaks are
assigned as follows: (‡, §, #, ¶)
A27(H8)–G25(H1′, H2′, H3′, H4’); (¥, **, †‡),
A27(H2)–C7(H1′, H2′, H4′). 
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Figure S5
Backbone and sidechain exchangeable proton assignments of bound
peptide in complex. Expanded 2D 1H-15N HSQC contour plots of
(a) the amide NH region and (b) the εNH and ηNH2 regions of the
13C,15N-labeled Rex peptide–RNA aptamer complex in H2O buffer,
pH 6.4 at 25°C. The contour level of (b) is lower than that of (a).
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Figure S6
Arginine sidechain proton assignments of bound peptide in complex.
Expanded contour plots of (a) the 2D Arg–(H)C(C)TOCSY–NεHε
spectrum and (b) the 2D Arg–Hη(NηCζNε)Hε spectrum of the
complex used for assignments of the guanidinium groups of the
arginine residues. These spectra were collected with the uniformly
13C,15N-labeled Rex15 peptide-RNA aptamer complex in H2O buffer,
pH 6.4 at 25°C. The εNHs are labeled along the diagonal (dashed line)
and the non-degenerate ηNH2 pairs are linked in (b) with solid lines.
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Figure S7
Amide proton assignments of bound peptide
in complex. 1H-15N strip plots of (a) the 3D
HNCACB spectrum and (b) the 3D 13C,15N-
antifiltered, 13C,15N-edited NOESY-HSQC
(100 ms mixing time) spectrum of the
13C,15N-labeled Rex peptide–RNA aptamer
complex in H2O buffer, pH 6.4 at 25°C at
amide nitrogen chemical shifts. The solid lines
in (a) trace through bond correlations
between amide protons and their own, as well
as preceding α carbons, from K3–R7 and
from R9–R15, whereas the dashed lines trace
those between amide protons and β carbons.
The correlations between the amide protons
and their own α and β carbons are labeled.
The NOE connectivities between neighboring
amide protons are shown by solid lines in (b)
from R6–R7 and from R10–K14. There is no
NOE between the amide protons of T4 and
R5, because none was seen in the 3D
HMQC-NOESY-HMQC experiment, where
the amide nitrogen chemical shifts of T4 and
R5 are better resolved than their proton
chemical shifts. 
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Figure S8
Amide–Hα proton connectivities of bound peptide in complex.
Expanded 13C,15N-filtered NOESY (150 ms mixing time) contour plot
of the Rex peptide-13C,15N-labeled RNA aptamer complex in H2O
buffer, pH 6.4 at 25°C. The lines trace the sequential Hα–amide
proton connectivities from P2–R7 and from P8–R15. Note that there is
one long range backbone NOE, j, from R10(Hα) to R13(HN). Peak k is
the long range NOE from R10(Hα) to R13(Hε). 
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Figure S9
Intermolecular NOEs between the Rex peptide and RNA aptamer in
complex. Expanded 2D NOESY (250 ms mixing) contour plot of the
unlabeled Rex peptide–RNA aptamer complex in D2O at 25°C listing
intermolecular NOEs between the non-exchangeable protons of the
peptide and the RNA aptamer.
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Figure S10
Proton–phosphorus connectivities at unusual
phosphorus chemical shifts in a 1H-31P
correlation experiment on the complex.
(a) One-dimensional proton-decoupled
phosphorus spectrum and (b) expanded
contour plot of the proton-detected
phophorus–photon heteronuclear correlation
experiment for the Rex-peptide–RNA aptamer
complex in D2O at 25°C. Phosphorus
chemical shifts are referenced to an external
TMP standard. The assignments for outlying
phosphorus resonances are shown in (a). The
correlation cross peaks between phosphorus
and its 5′-flanking sugar H3′ protons are
labeled in (b).
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Figure S11
Ramanchandran plot of bound Rex ARM peptide. The φ,ψ values for
core residues (R5–R13) of the bound Rex ARM peptide in the RNA
aptamer complex. Residues R5, R7, P8, R9 and R13 exhibit φ,ψ in the
β region with values typical of a polyproline conformation (φ = –78° to
–83°, ψ = +149° to +158°). Residues R10, S11 and Q12 fall in the
helical region.Pairwise individual rmsd values. 
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Figure S12
(a) Pairwise individual rmsd values for the
bound RNA aptamer in the complex.
(b) Pairwise individual rmsd values for the
bound Rex peptide in the complex.
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Figure S13
Effect of Rex peptide mutants and RNA aptamer mutants on binding.
Gel shift assays of (a) the 33-mer RNA aptamer binding to 16-mer Rex
peptide and triple arginine to lysine mutants, and (b) RNA aptamer
mutants to 16-mer Rex peptide. Binding reactions were carried out
with 32P-labeled RNA aptamers in the presence of tRNA at the
indicated peptide concentrations (in nm). The fractions of free RNA
and peptide–RNA complexes were resolved by the gel shift assay
(Baskerville et al., 1999). RexK1 is the N-terminal 16-mer Rex peptide
with R6, R9 and R10 substituted by lysine. RexK2 has R5, R7 and
R13 substituted by lysine. The affinity of RexK1 for the wild-type RNA
aptamer is comparable to the wild-type Rex peptide, whereas that of
RexK2 is approximately 30-fold lower. RNAu21 has an U21 instead of
a G21. RNAds21 has G21 substituted by a 2′-deoxyribose linker
(dSpacer). The affinity of RNAu21 to the wild-type Rex peptide is
approximately 20-fold lower than the wild type RNA aptamer, while that
of RNAds21 is approximately 30-fold lower.
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Table S1
1H chemical shifts of the bound RNA in the Rex peptide–RNA aptamer complex*.
Base† H8/H6 H2/H5 H1′ H2′ H3′ H4′ H5′,5′′‡ NH1/NH3 NH2
G1 8.16 n.a.§ 5.9 4.82 4.66 4.55 4.27, 4.44 12.68 –#
G2 7.34 n.a. 5.84 4.76 4.39 4.53 – 10.89 6.34
G3 7.23 n.a. 5.76 4.54 4.48 – 4.02 13.39 6.39, 8.88
C4 7.46 4.95 5.47 4.40 4.31 – – n.a. 6.87, 8.57
G5 7.54 n.a. 5.93 4.44 4.56 4.39 – 13.36 –
C6 7.68 5.87 4.48 4.11 4.41 4.20 4.11, 4.24 n.a. 6.18, 8.20
C7 7.68 5.46 4.76 4.36 4.26 3.95 – n.a. 7.05, 7.89
G8 7.31 n.a. 5.71 4.92 4.46 4.36 – 13.46 6.11, 8.77
G9 7.64 n.a. 4.29 4.46 4.28 4.49 – 12.77 7.62, 8.57
U10 7.88 5.12 4.83 4.17 4.43 3.50 3.95, 4.48 13.56 n.a.
A11 8.01 7.14 5.97 4.40 4.69 4.39 4.04, 4.34 n.a. 6.33, 7.89
C12 7.15 4.98 5.34 4.31 4.26 4.32 4.02, 4.42 – 6.84, 8.06
G13 7.55 n.a. 5.64 4.50 4.62 4.36 4.05, 4.35 10.57 –
C14 7.74 5.61 5.55 4.36 4.23 4.09 3.92, 4.14 n.a. 6.57, 7.35
A15 8.00 7.89 5.61 4.35 4.54 4.20 3.74, 3.85 n.a. –
A16 8.23 8.04 6.05 4.64 5.26 4.48 4.43 n.a. –
G17 7.80 n.a. 3.96 4.27 4.16 4.28 4.24, 4.34 12.87 6.31, 8.50
U18 7.69 5.14 5.54 4.69 4.52 3.94 – 13.66 n.a.
A19 8.07 7.02 6.00 4.51 4.63 4.54 4.14, 4.58 n.a. 6.46, 8.17
C20 7.23 5.23 5.59 4.09 4.48 4.34 – n.a. 7.46, 8.94
G21 7.95 n.a. 6.02 4.90 4.95 4.69 3.73, 4.17 11.42 –
A22 8.34 8.08 6.02 5.36 4.67 4.56 4.21 n.a. 7.50
C23 7.75 5.62 4.93 4.46 4.74 4.49 3.92, 4.14 n.a. 6.97, 8.67
G24 7.57 n.a. 5.77 4.74 4.51 4.51 – 12.48 6.10, 8.44
G25 7.32 n.a. 5.84 4.28 4.48 4.45 – 13.35 –
U26 7.78 5.14 6.63 4.38 4.88 4.63 4.06, 4.40 n.a. n.a.
A27 8.64 8.08 6.06 4.98 4.80 4.59 4.33, 4.50 n.a. –
C28 7.76 5.62 5.35 4.51 4.63 4.56 – n.a. 6.95, 8.45
G29 7.58 n.a. 5.78 4.55 4.55 – 4.15, 4.46 13.10 –
C30 7.60 5.21 5.55 4.58 4.34 4.43 4.09, 4.57 n.a. 7.06, 8.54
U31 7.85 5.72 5.66 4.14 4.51 4.40 4.08, 4.53 11.99 n.a.
C32 7.83 5.63 5.61 4.22 4.39 4.23 – n.a. 6.96, 8.44
C33 7.70 5.65 5.70 3.94 4.13 4.13 – n.a. –
*NMR spectra were obtained in 10 mM sodium phosphate and 0.2 mM
EDTA, pH 6.4, at 0°C for imino/amino protons and at 25°C for
nonexchangeable protons. Chemical shifts were referenced relative to
the H2O signal (5.01 ppm at 0°C, 4.76 ppm at 25°C) and accurate to
0.02 ppm. †The peptide used for the RNA assignment is the N-terminal
16 resides of Rex protein. ‡The germinal sugar H5′,H5′′ protons are
not stereospecifically assigned. §n.a. not applicable. #(–) indicates that
the resonance is either not observed or cannot be assigned.
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Table S2
1H chemical shift of the bound peptide in the Rex peptide–RNA aptamer complex (ppm)*.
Residue† NH Hα Hβ Hγ Hδ Hε Hη
P2 n.a.‡ 4.44 2.07, 2.47 2.06, 2.06 3.40, 3.44 n.a. n.a.
K3§ 8.77 4.37 1.78 1.42, 1.49 1.72 3.00 n.a.
T4 8.38 4.22 3.99 1.19 n.a. n.a. n.a.
R5 8.59 4.00 1.67, 1.99 1.21, 1.71 2.80, 3.07 6.79 6.47, 8.33
R6 8.76 4.40 1.86, 1.98 1.40, 1.54 3.19 7.18 –#
R7 6.77 4.36 1.28, 1.85 1.28, 1.57 2.59, 3.14 8.32 6.26, 7.36, 9.22
P8 n.a. 4.39 1.55, 2.18 1.16, 1.48 2.29, 3.54 n.a. n.a.
R9 8.19 3.98 1.39, 1.59 1.13, 1.29 2.88, 3.06 7.29 6.80
R10 7.74 3.37 1.33, 1.49 1.37 2.84 7.53 –
S11 8.51 3.97 3.73, 3.83 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
Q12 7.18 4.17 1.89, 2.08 2.23, 2.28 n.a. 7.15, 7.58 n.a.
R13 7.56 4.14 1.75, 1.95 0.62, 1.73 2.95, 3.15 7.26 6.79, 8.25, 6.91, 8.42
K14 7.82 4.31 1.73, 1.85 1.41 1.60 2.93 n.a.
R15 7.89 4.61 1.82, 1.86 1.75 3.22 7.15 6.57, 6.77
P16 n.a. 4.24 1.90, 2.24 1.98, 1.99 3.64, 3.81 n.a. n.a.
*NMR spectra were obtained in 10mM sodium phosphate and 0.2 mM
EDTA, pH 6.4, at 25°C. Chemical shifts were referenced relative to the
H2O signal (4.76 ppm at 25°C) and accurate to 0.02 ppm. †The
peptide used for the RNA assignment is the N-terminal +1 to +16 15
residue fragment of Rex protein. ‡n.a. not applicable. §K Hζs were not
assigned. #(–) indicates that the resonance is either not observed or
cannot be assigned.
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Table S3
Statistics of the hydrogen bonds for the Rex peptide–RNA
aptamer complex from the 12 refined structures.
Donor–acceptor Hydrogen 
heteroatom distance bond angle (°)
(Å)
Intramolecular hydrogen bonds within RNA base triples
A22⋅(G9⋅C20) triple
A22(N6)–G9(N3) 3.01 ± 0.06 149 ± 7
A22(N7)–G9(N2) 2.95 ± 0.05 173 ± 4
A27⋅(G25⋅C6) triple
A27(N6)–C6(O2) 3.00 ± 0.07 108 ± 6
A27(N7)–G25(N2) 3.27 ± 0.25 156 ± 7
U26⋅(G5⋅C28) triple
U26(O2)–C28(N4) 3.33 ± 0.22 132 ± 4
Intramolecular hydrogen bonds within the peptide 310 helix
R9(O)–Q12(N) 3.09 ± 0.08 167 ± 9
R10(O)–R13(N) 2.99 ± 0.09 133 ± 20
Base-specific intermolecular hydrogen bonds
R5
R5(Nη1)–G8(N7) 3.10 ± 0.14 138 ± 31
R5(Nη2)–G8(O2p) (40%) 3.44 ± 0.26 167 ± 3
R7
R7(Nη1)–G24(N7) 2.96 ± 0.05 129 ± 31
R7(Nε)–G24(O6) 3.14 ± 0.08 144 ± 14
R7(Nη2)–G21(O3) 2.91 ± 0.21 106 ± 8
R13
R13(Nη1)–G25(N7) 3.03 ± 0.09 138 ± 15
R13(Nη2)–G25(O6) 3.27 ± 0.76 112 ± 7
